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Heavy metal pollution in Mine-Soil-Plant System in S.Francisco de Assis - Panasqueira 
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-

in ferberite. The economic exploitation has been 

carbonates and silver sulphosalts. The mining and 

-

the ore processing, containing high concentrations 
of metals, stored in the open-air impoundments 
are responsible for the continuous generation of 
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arsenopyrite, ferberite and natrojarosite in the course 
materials and scorodite, arsenopyrite, sphalerite py-
rite, chalcopyrite, ferberite and hematite are still pre-

open impoundments are the main source of pollu-
tion in the surrounding area once the oxidation of 

-

environment, releasing contaminants into the eco-
system. 

In order to investigate the environmental contamina-
tion impact on agricultural and residential soils of the 
nearest village, S. Francisco de Assis, due to the min-
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then the national median concentrations proposed 

-
erence values proposed by some authors for agri-
cultural soils. Considering that the local population 

their subsistence, it is useful to compare these con-
-

tario Guidelines. According these values, these soils 
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Heavy metals soil contamination is an outstanding 
-

lead to death if ingested in large doses, or over large 

-

Some potatoes and cabbage have also been col-

there is a preferential accumulation in the leaves and 

kg-1
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process from soil to the different parts of the plants 
and to understand their bioavailability.
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